










could  not  attend   the  workshop)   span   the   field   from academic   research   in  program analysis   to 
commercial   developers   and   providers   of   WCET   tools.   Both   static   analysis   methods   and 
measurement­based methods are represented. However, the end users of WCET analysis tools are 
not directly represented.







• Common  misconceptions   and  mistakes   about  WCET analysis   and  WCET   tools,   among 
students and professionals, and how to correct them. 


































trainees   learn  about  complex  influences  on the  timing,  about   (global)   timing  interferences,  and 
about predictability,  both about  obstacles   to predictability  and how to achieve predictability.  In 
conclusion,   I   suggest   that  WCET  training   should  be  mandatory   for   all   students   in  Embedded 
Systems.
2.2 Christian Ferdinand (AbsInt GmbH) and Reinhard Wilhelm (Saarland University)










development   tools.   In   the  practical   part   the   students  develop   the   control   software   for   a  Lego 
Mindstorm  robot toy car that follows automatically a lane. Used are the  SCADE  Suite of Esterel 
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As reading  material,  we recommend   the  chapter  on WCET analysis   in   the  Embedded Systems 
Handbook,   Taylor   &   Francis   (Ed.   R.   Zurawski)   and/or   R.  Wilhelm  et   al.   “The   worst­case 













theory   (explained   during   the   Real­Time   Systems   module),   and   programming   languages   and 
program  architectures   for   real­time   software.  The   course  does   not   address   any   specific   target 
processor.   It   gives   an   overview   of  WCET­analysis   techniques   and   tools,   with   focus   on   the 
RapiTime tool architecture. Some motivational examples are given but detailed examples are left 
for self­study. So far,  we know of no former student of this  course who has then used WCET 










It  was   generally   agreed   that  WCET   analysis   is   not   for   early   students.  Understanding  WCET 
analysis  needs background knowledge of processor architectures,  assembly languages,  real­time 
systems   and   scheduling,   and   perhaps   some   understanding   of   program   analysis.   But   the   early 
mainline courses in programming  tend to teach students to optimize programs for the average case. 
The  later  courses   in   real­time  programming  and WCET analysis  must   then  work   to  erase   this 
average­case mind­set.
It  was pointed  out  that   there  is  one mainline  computing  domain  that  has   real­time constraints: 







to a small  hiccup in  the visible behaviour.  This  is  teaching the wrong lesson! A deadline miss 
should have a dramatic effect. As an example, a computer­controlled mouse­trap was suggested: the 
student inserts a finger to trigger the trap; the software detects that the catch is released and must 
stop the steel before it strikes the finger...
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